Tokedo’s Whitelist Guide
Free tokens ahead! Register to the whitelist and start competing in the
gamification for TKD tokens!

Register, it’s easy!
Our whitelist is simple and user friendly, all you have to do is:
1. Register to the whitelist! Click here.
2. Collect stakes.
3. Receive your free tokens! (after the token sale ends)

FAQs
-

Why register?

-

How does it work?

-

When will I get the tokens?

-

How many tokens is a stake? (Or how many stakes is a token?)

-

I completed all 6 levels, what now?

-

What happens in phase 2?

-

How do I upload my image in phase 2?

Why register?
Completing the activities of the whitelist gives you the possibility to get free TKD Tokens! Also,
keep in mind that only whitelisted members will be able to join the token sale! Register here
and start playing!

How does it work?
1. Go on tokedo.io/whitelist and sign up using your preferred social media platform.
2. Once you logged in, start completing in all the different activities to get stakes!
3. On the left side of the screen you can see your level in the game.
4. Whenever you complete one of the listed activities, you gain points (stakes) .
5. Collecting stakes and leveling up will ensure you receive the gift tokens.
6. It’s simple, the more stakes you have, the more tokens you will receive.

When will I get the tokens?
You can claim the free tokens once the token sale officially ends.
The bounty amounts to 3% of the tokens sold. This share will be distributed among all
participants.

How many tokens is a stake? (Or how many stakes is a token)
There’s no fixed TKD=Stakes ratio. You will receive a percentage of the bounty depending on
how many stakes you got.

I completed all 6 levels, what now?
As soon as the stake counter hits 100%, you will become a Supporter, and access the second
phase of the gamification!

What happens in phase 2?
In this stage, you can invite as many people as you want with your referral link!
●

Users will receive an extra 5% gift token of all the tokens purchased by them and the
people they invited.

●

Getting 50 people to register will grant you the title of Lead Supporter

●

Getting more than 100 people to register will grant you the title of Ambassador.

●

Remember! What really affects your ranking are not the titles themselves, but the total
amount of TKD tokens purchased by yourself and the people you invited!

How do I upload my image in phase 2?
To start playing in Phase 2 you also have to choose a username and upload your picture to a
service like imgur and then link it in the form on the whitelist.

